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EDITORIAL
Dear Reader,
Working efficiently in a home office

Contract service provider FIEGE

requires ideal working conditions in

Logistik relies on the warehouse man-

an individually tailored environment.

agement system PSIwms at a leading

The same applies to the configuration

electrical appliance manufacturer.

of software systems and their user in-

There, this ensures efficient ware-

terfaces. The more flexibly users can

house management as well as opti-

adapt these to their individual require-

mized process control of order pick-

ments, the more comfortably they can

ing and shipping production. Further

use them and at the same time achieve

background on self-configuration and
industrial intelligence is described in

the desired results more efficiently.
This flexibility is the basis for the im-

creased benefits for users. For example,

the feature article.

plementation of PSI’s market-driven

the ERP and MES system supports the

and future-oriented software products.

Austrian load carrier and packaging

With this varied selection of topics,

In this issue, we would like to show

manufacturer Perusch Paletten with

we wish you an exciting read.

you the wide range of benefits result-

maximum flexibility. At thyssenkrupp

ing from this with the help of interest-

Rasselstein, one of the largest European

ing application examples and product

packaging steel producers, PSImetals

Dr. Giovanni Prestifilippo and

innovations.

allows for individual adaptations with

Sascha Tepuric

The feature story and best practice

click design during the renewal of the

Managing Directors

stories highlight in particular the in-

production management systems.

PSI Logistics GmbH

You can also read the Production manager online:
www.psi.de/en/psi-pressevents/customer-magazines/
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Successfully implementing digital processes and business models

Individually Configurable Standard Systems
On the basis of a uniform development environment throughout the
Group, PSI’s software systems guarantee a scope of services that is
precisely tailored to a company’s requirements and thus differentiates
the company from its competitors. With innovative functionalities and
customer-specific configuration, it is possible to meet the demands of a
proven system standard at the same time. These offer maximum flexibility, individualization and investment security.

T

the times,” judges Dr. Giovanni
Prestifilippo, Managing Director at
PSI Logistics. “Modern, innovative
standard software has a number of advantages over individual systems in
the areas of interfaces, networking
and investment costs. Intelligently
and modularly designed software sys-

hese are the striking results

study, almost half of them believe that

tems offer users numerous options to

that the research and ana-

standardized industry solutions do not

tailor them to individual process re-

lyst firm techconsult GmbH

or only partially map the functional-

quirements, both functionally and in

recently published in its study “Status

ities they need (43 percent), are insuf-

terms of use—this is even possible in

quo—Use of custom software in Ger-

ficiently scalable (36 percent), and do

the customer’s own configuration.”

man companies”. A total of 201 IT

not meet their high requirements.

This offers maximum flexibility. The

and software decision-makers from

“In times when monolithic individ-

high scalability of the systems com-

German companies were asked about

ual systems have almost completely

bines the advantages of a standard sys-

the use and advantages of individual

disappeared from the market, this re-

tem and optimal individual design. It

software solutions. According to the

sult does not seem in keeping with

also forms the basis for efficient cloud
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solutions tailored to requirements,

tailored precisely to a company’s re-

and production processes based on

in which users assemble their “in-

quirements in a way that differenti-

key figures, and generates correspond-

dividual system” in

ing cost savings.

the form of appli-

This also fulfills

cations (apps) from

key reasons cited

standard modules

by more than three

with specific func-

quarters of IT man-

tions and use them

agers in the study

as

software-as-a-

mentioned at the

service from the

beginning of this

cloud. For example,

article

for

using

the logistics ser-

customized

soft-

vice provider RMD

ware: it should map

Logistics GmbH is

the functionalities

the first warehouse

they need and thus

management

cus-

serve as an instru-

tomer to obtain a

ment for gaining

functionally

indi-

competitive advan-

vidually combined

tages over the com-

PSIwms

via

the

petition. This is an objective

cloud from the
PSI App Store.

that standard systems support
Supply Chain Network Design with PSIglobal.

per se on the basis of their system architecture and design.

Continuous network capability

ates them from the competition. They

The framework for all software sys-

thus offer maximum flexibility, cus-

tems was created with a uniform de-

tomization and investment security.

velopment environment rolled out

Experts and know-how are
lacking
The study yielded another interesting result: according to the authors,

all systems, from the strategic design

Competitive advantages for
users

and control system for supply chain

The modularly combinable systems

cent) carries out the development of

network design (SCND) and enter-

are categorized as “Industrial Intel-

individual solutions entirely in-house.

prise resource planning (ERP) to the

ligence” and, in addition to coordi-

The reason for this is not only insuf-

control systems for the operational

nated process control, include in par-

ficient internal resources in terms of

processes in transport and warehouse

ticular the networking, filtering and

personnel or expertise (50 percent),

management, can be networked end-

intelligent processing of continuously

but 41 percent of IT managers also

to-end without system discontinuities.

collected data. PSI is currently focus-

cite cost aspects that quickly get out

In addition, their functionalities can

ing on solutions that combine the

of hand the work is done internally.

be combined with each other. In-

reliability and robustness of indus-

In contrast, solutions tailored to indi-

novative program functions and ap-

trial process knowledge with the en-

vidual workflows in particular could

plications developed throughout the

tire spectrum of artificial intelligence

further optimize corporate processes.

Group can be conveniently integrated

(AI) methods. Special algorithms

into all other products.

generate added value, for example

The same applies to the integration

through predictive analyses and reli-

Modular tailoring and
customer-specific configuration

of new technologies via the upgrade

able recommendations for action de-

“Our systems cover such require-

and release capability of the systems.

rived from them.

ments in several respects,” explains

In this way, the scope of services of-

Extended fuzzy logic also improves

Dr. Prestifilippo. “In addition to

fered by the software systems can be

warehousing, the transport of goods

modular tailoring, they are designed

across the Group. This means that

only one in five companies (22 per-
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for customer-specific configuration;

says Rainer Mönnig, IT process man-

grading to a current release, a strict

more
over, the innovative PSI click

ager at the Nosta Group. Mönnig de-

separation of product standards and

design enables user-specific tailoring

scribes the option to import CSV files

individual configurations was made in

of the graphical user interface (GUI).”

directly and use them in the system as

product development. When switch-

Supported by an intuitive visual edi-

helpful and time-saving.

ing to a current release, the new,

tor, users can adapt the user interface

At Würth Elektronik eiSos, the con-

innovative functions of the prod-

for the systems in a way that is com-

trol of serious process changes, which

uct standard can be used, while the

pletely flexible and independent of

took place successively over several

customer-specific adaptations are re-

their individual workflows via click,

years, was effortlessly integrated into

tained.

drag and drop, beyond program de-

PSIwms and continuously optimized.

faults. The options for customer-spe-

“We implemented all adjustments

cific configuration of the systems,

during ongoing operations,” says Uwe

Modern software systems meet
market requirements

which differentiates them from the

Graf, logistics manager at Würth

These examples are proof: with the

competition, are also extensive.

selection and com-

The electronics specialist Würth

bination of modules

Elektronik eiSos, the full-service

and

logistics provider Nosta or the con-

tailored to require-

tract service provider Fiege run the

ments as well as in-

warehouse

dividual

management

system

functionalities

configura-

PSIwms with competitively differen-

tion for the control of

tiated functions and use the option

processes differenti-

for extensive self-con-

ated by competition,

figuration of the sys-

modern software sys-

tem design. “In this

tems explicitly fulfill

way, the software can

the market require-

be flexibly designed

ments for future vi-

for the processes indi-

ability and long-term in-

vidually required

vestment security. Proven

by our customers

system standards and in-

and we can offer

terfaces also ensure the

PSIwms Release 2021.

networking required for the digital

them, as a thirdparty logistics provider, a comprehen-

Elektronik eiSos in Waldenburg. “The

transformation and the valuable ex-

sive range of services tailored precisely

new automation components and to-

change of data in the supply chain.

to their requirements,” highlights Leif

pologies as well as the changed pro-

Lienhard, Fiege department manager

cesses could be covered effortlessly.”

for IT Applications.

In a test system of the WMS client,
Würth can carry out the verifica-

Helpful and time-saving

tion of new processes itself and, for

Users at Nosta have come to appre-

example, design topologies and rout-

ciate the customizing options, espe-

ing paths or lay out picking stations

cially for the processes involved in

for special priorities. “PSIwms offers

day-to-day business in the service

us maximum flexibility right from the

provider’s forklift-operated block and

start,” judges Graf.

rack warehouses. “With the option
for self-configuration, we have been

Keeping customization intact

able to independently adapt PSIwms

To ensure that the customer-specific

exactly to our needs over the years,”

adaptations are retained when up-

3/2021

To learn more about the study, visit:
www.techconsult.de/studien/
unternehmensehen-individual
softwareschlussel-erfolg

PSI Logistics GmbH
Vanessa Schekalla
Corporate Communications
v.schekalla@psilogistics.com
www.psilogistics.com
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Product report: An ERP system can be operated efficiently using these five building blocks

The Big Five of ERP Usability
Data backbone, information hub, integration hub—ERP systems
are the linchpin of information technology in many companies. To
achieve this, they rely on a tremendous depth and breadth of functions, which means that the solutions are not always easy to use. But
user satisfaction is not the only thing that stands or falls with usability. As an essential component of usability, it is also directly linked to
data quality, processing speed and productivity. Five building blocks
ensure that an ERP system can be operated efficiently—regardless of
its functional scope.

I

years. This is because with the integration of the so-called industrial apps,
the periphery can also be integrated
ever more strongly and efficiently. As
such, they are another building block
of well-thought-out operating concepts. For example, the use of regular scanning processes for goods withdrawals alone, combined with simple

n practice, it quickly becomes
apparent that usability is much
more than just appealing inter-

face design. The decisive factor is the
interaction of various components.
Here are the five most important at
a glance:

1. Universal operating concept
In most manufacturing companies,
the operability of IT systems is made
considerably more difficult by a patchwork of operating concepts. The reason: different departments use different special solutions. In addition,
different concepts have found their
way into the ERP system over the

The five building blocks of ERP usability.

years. As a result, users must follow
different operating logics within the

a rule, however, the fields, buttons

touch operation, provides measurable

same system. Usability suffers as a re-

and links that a user is not autho-

time savings and improved data qual-

sult. The goal must therefore be that

rized to use are merely grayed out.

ity. Small and medium-sized compa-

all modules of an ERP system can

This means that the entire functional

nies in particular can leverage great po-

be operated according to a universal

keyboard remains visible and leads to

tential with fairly simple means.

basic principle.

uncertainty in operation. The solu-

2. Role and operating concepts

merely graying out the fields, modern

4. Process automation through
scripting

Role and authorization concepts also

concepts hide them completely. Users

The functional diversity of ERP sys-

contribute to the usability of modern

then see only those modules that they

tems also means that some fine-

ERP systems—provided that they are

are actually authorized to operate.

grained steps are queried by default

tion couldn’t be simpler: instead of

that are not necessary for certain com-

also implemented visually or graphically. In principle, corresponding con-

3. Industrial apps

panies. These are also typical braking

cepts have been available for some

The demand for mobile ERP exten-

blocks when it comes to the usability

time in almost every ERP system. As

sions has been steadily increasing for

of ERP solutions. As a rule, IT manag3/2021
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ers solve this brake by chaining and

independently create and visualize

automating the relevant operations.

data correlations depending on the

However, in most systems such pro-

task or even the preferences of the

cesses can be implemented only by

users have now proven themselves.

modifying the source code. Many

The result: users see only the func-

companies do without this so-called

tions that are relevant in the current

hard programming. This is because

context—in a few screens and in the

it is time-consuming and is usually

style of dashboards.

mastered only by specialists.
easier and faster to program process

Fitness for purpose
= functionality + usability

sequences. In addition, the scripts

ERP systems can play their role as

created are simply migrated along

data hubs only if they are fit for pur-

with release updates like a backpack.

pose. This includes functional cov-

The basis is therefore both the use

erage as well as self-descriptiveness,

of a standardized scripting language,

overarching processes for operation,

such as Java Script or Groovy, and

and simple customization options for

A scripting option makes it much

users. The decisive factor is the in-

its enrichment with an ERP-related
function library.

Mobile ERP with Industrial Apps—Maintaining an

terplay of various factors—the Big

Overview in Production.

Five of Usability.

5. Customized dashboards
Interface design is a topic that has

entry screens or a sensible keyboard

long been discussed in connection

instead of mouse operation, ERP solu-

with ERP usability. In addition to as-

tions that also give users tools in their

pects such as the reduction of data

own hands through clever concepts to

3/2021

PSI Automotive & Industry GmbH
Michael Habat
Sales Support
mhabat@psi.de
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User report: PSImetals successfully implemented at thyssenkrupp Rasselstein

After the Project is Before the Project
thyssenkrupp Rasselstein is one of PSI Metals’ earliest customers.
Hence, the business relationship between the two companies is characterized by deep ties and mutual trust. Many highs and lows have
been overcome together. By far the most important milestone, however, was reached in March 2021: the final acceptance of the joint
project “PE@TiM” (Production Execution@Tinplate Manufacturing).
The PSImetals modules Production, Quality, Logistic, Planning and
Order Scheduling were successfully put into operation.

L

customer needs, but could still be optimally maintained and release-capable. After a selection process and several preliminary studies, TKR chose
PSImetals in 2014. “After consolidating the commercial systems with standard software at the turn of the millennium, it was time to ask this question
for the production-related systems as

ocated in Andernach in the

mainly for the food industry, which is

well,” says Andreas Dasbach, Head

Rhineland-Palatinate,

characterized by extremely high qual-

of Manufacturing Execution Systems

ity standards.

at thyssenkrupp Rasselstein. “In the

the

company has the world’s larg-

selection process, we then decided

est production site for packaging steel
and is one of the biggest tinplate pro-

In search of a new solution

on a solution from the market leader

ducers in the world. The Rasselstein

thyssenkrupp

PSI Metals.”

plant looks back on a rich history of

has traditionally had a highly auto-

As part of the future orientation for

more than 250 years: rails were rolled

mated and well-positioned IT land-

production-related software systems,

here for the first German railroad

scape. However, over time this had

the production management sys-

line from Nuremberg to Fürth, on

become outdated. Therefore, the mar-

tems (levels 2 and 3) were to be re-

which the first locomotive-powered

ket was searched for a solution that

newed, in particular through the use of

railway in Germany once ran. Today,

covered the complete technological

PSImetals. A balance had to be found

the plant produces packaging steel,

range of TKR, was well adaptable to

between Rasselstein’s own devel-

Rasselstein

(TKR)

The thyssenkrupp Rasselstein site in Andernach from above.
3/2021
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opments and the use of
standard products for production-related software
systems. Thus, in the future, the SAP system was
to be used more intensively and better coupled
with production data for
the commercial processes,
while PSImetals was to
be used for the production-related processes.

Moving project flow
The project started in
September 2014 with the
specification phase and
ended for the time being

thyssenkrupp Rasselstein ensures compliance with the highest quality standards.

with the Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) in March 2017. The

TKR took place. “The Cross-Fade 1

based decisions via Rule Engine, con-

system is designed for the approxi-

phase enabled us to significantly im-

figurable actions via Data Dictionary/

mately 50 lines. The PSImetals mod-

prove the quality of the new systems

Mapping facilitate customer-specific

ules Production, Quality and Plan-

under real conditions,” recalls Mario

adjustments according to the produc-

ning as well as parts of the Logistics

Kossmann, Team Leader Rasselstein

tion processes. This allows the com-

module were configured and imple-

Excellence. “In addition to real pro-

pany to react flexibly to market re-

mented and interfaces to SAP, QPPD,

ductions with smaller trial quanti-

quirements.

Data Warehouse, Laboratory and

ties, a full-fledged ‘listening operation’

other thyssenkrupp internal systems

from order dressing to production

were created.

feedback was made possible.”

After the project is before the
project

In addition, a PSImetals key user

Today, approximately 1000 employees

“All’s well that ends well”—at least

group was formed with ten Rasselstein

work with PSImetals in three shifts.

that’s what William Shakespeare’s

employees from production. These in-

A total of close to 50 PSImetals ex-

play of the same name says. Yet we all

dividuals tested the system, prepared

perts were involved in the project.

know very well that not every end is

training documents, tested the inte-

the same. Thus, the collaboration between thyssenkrupp Rasselstein and

adapted it to their requirements. Due

Numerous advantages of the
new solution

to a reorganization in the creation of

The advantages of the new solu-

resents the technology platform for

the Level 2 systems for the approxi-

tion are obvious. One of them in-

future value-added projects. The first

mately 35 main lines affected, the go-

cludes the fact that the introduction

project to be mentioned here will deal

live of the overall system was post-

of PSImetals ensures the continuous

with the introduction and optimiza-

poned.

improvement of the production pro-

tion of the Logistic module on site in

The time gained was used for an in-

cesses through the annual product re-

the coming months.

termediate step of the “Cross-Fade 1

leases. In addition, it was possible to

phase”, in which parallel operation,

reduce and standardize the interfaces

testing of individual product groups in

and harmonize the SAP interfaces.

“real production operation” and opti-

Additional functions such as Click

mization of all systems to the needs of

Design for the user interfaces, rule-

gration with the coupled systems and

3/2021

PSI Metals continues. PSImetals rep-

PSI Metals
Swetlana Maschinez
Marketing Manager
smaschinez@psi.de
www.psimetals.de
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User report: Perusch Paletten GmbH relies on fully automated production

Flexible ERP/MES System Controls Smart Factory
The market for pallets is highly competitive. In order to stand out from
the competition, Perusch Paletten GmbH therefore relies on fully automated production. By introducing an ERP/MES system, the Austrian
producer has now taken a huge step towards Industry 4.0 and cost leadership in the industry.

T

the company from Styria. Aid came
from the European Regional Development Fund. The foundation stone
for this is the production hall opened
in 2019. On an area of 1507 m², pallets can be produced here fully au-

he third generation com-

says the Managing Director of Tech-

tomatically. The ERP/MES suite

pany from Frohnleiten is a

nology and Production.

PSIpenta

from

the

Berlin-based

PSI Automotive & Industry serves as

producer of wooden pallets.

Pallets are highly individual goods

Smart Factory 4.0

that have to be adapted to the needs,

Perusch’s goals are clearly defined.

standards and wishes of the customer.

Annual production is to increase from

The wide range of variants, combined

the current 900 000 to 1.4 million—

Digital control of all
production levels

with short order lead times and high

with the current inventory team. “We

At Perusch, production takes place

price pressure, require particularly pre-

want to become the “cost leader” in

on different levels. First, there is the

cise production planning and control.

the production of cardboard and paper

shop floor with the production plant:

“In the mid-90s, we acquired the first

packaging pallets—while maximizing

sawing line, stacking line with indus-

automated machines. Since 2006, we

flexibility,” Perusch explains of the

trial robots, intralogistics system and

have been operating two largely au-

strategy. This means moving away

an industrial production line. This

tomated production lines,” says Wolf-

from manual production to increased

is followed by the MES modules and

gang Perusch. Other key parameters

automation and the broad use of dig-

the PSIpenta control station. These

include increasing cost pressure, short

ital means in all internal processes.

are in turn fully integrated into the

lead times and just-in-sequence de-

This allows orders to be completed

third level: the ERP system and the

liveries. “Our typical customers have

more quickly and the resource wood

networked customer web portal. All

an annual pallet requirement of over

to be optimally utilized.

levels are now in direct communica-

100 000 units per year. We supply

The “Perusch Pallets 4.0” project is

tion. “Our new production consists of

these with several truckloads per day,”

the largest expansion investment of

three levels, which are almost merged

the digital basis.

with each other due to their continuous and deep, vertical integration,”
explains Wolfgang Perusch.
The ERP system plans and controls
the entire process: from the receipt
of the customer order to production
to labeling and delivery. The basis is
a CSV file. Customers can enter all
relevant data here via the web portal.
PSIpenta thus transmits an average of
270 customer-specific parameters per
order to the shop floor.
“This is where the ERP solution’s
variant management comes into play.
Put simply, it manages the specific
Moving from manual production to increased automation and the broad use of digital means.

variations of our standardized pal3/2021
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Pallets are a highly individual commodity that must be adapted to the needs, standards, and wishes of the customer.

let types and generates quotations,

sible expansion. “It is particularly im-

ing daily tasks. This is especially true

orders, bills of materials and rout-

portant for us that the ERP system

for order processing, where we use all

ings for the configured samples—

does not restrict us in the future, for

the overviews that our consultant has

example when it comes to expanding

created to fit.”

even if an order has never existed in
this form before,” explains the managing director. “In addition, you have
to realize that we theoretically handle an infinite number of variants.
That’s because we can implement any
width-length combination with millimeter precision.”

“

It is particularly important for us that the ERP system does
not restrict us in the future, for example when it comes to expanding the system landscape.
Wolfgang Perusch
Managing Director, Technology and Production, Perusch Paletten GmbH

”

Complete control over the
production process
Another plus point: the time and thus

the system landscape,” says Perusch,

Following the implementation and

cost savings in order processing. Man-

summing up the advantages.

test phase, the company now intends

to go live with production soon. The

ual input is almost completely elim-

Individual adjustments
according to requirements

data thus obtained will be used to fur-

and the ERP system. The system automates recurring processes. “In ad-

Despite all the automation, Perusch

tion. But Wolfgang Perusch is already

dition, a major advantage lies solely

Paletten still sees itself as a peo-

proclaiming: “Either way, we are in-

in the fact that the system also auto-

ple-driven company. The employees

credibly proud to have achieved some-

matically processes a format that has

also benefit from the new ERP system,

thing that is still only being debated

never been requested before and con-

which gives them the option of cus-

in many places and is also unique so

verts it into an order through the vari-

tomizing their user interfaces using PSI

far, especially in our industry: fully au-

ant manager,” says Perusch.

Click Design—individually, depending

tomated production 4.0.”

The ERP system is in constant com-

on requirements or needs. “The han-

munication with the various levels

dling of the software is greatly simpli-

and provides the company with the

fied by reducing it to the essential or

status of an order at all times. From

relevant for our advisors. This results in

this, insights can be gained for a pos-

much greater efficiency when process-

inated via the customer web portal

3/2021

ther optimize the plant and produc-

PSI Automotive & Industry GmbH
Jens Reeder
Manager Division Industry
jreeder@psi.de
www.psi-automotive-industry.de
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Product report: Technological progress with optimization intelligence

PSIasm Powered by Qualicision
PSIasm/Qualicision is a powerful tool for managing and visualizing
multiple resources in chained production processes. An integrated
basic scheduling feature allows planning simple workflows. For more
complex workflows, the consideration of multi-criteria key performance indicators (KPIs) is essential for planning in the PSIasm basic
tool. The integration of Qualicision technology creates added value
that combines technological software progress with optimization
intelligence.

I

available and usable in a PSIasm version limited to three optimization criteria.

Fully parameterizable
Qualicision solver
In the next development stage, another customer-proven and productively used Qualicision solver QFDDS

n a first step, the PSIasm was ex-

For this purpose, a Qualicision-based

(Qualicision Functional Decision De-

tended by a Qualicision-based

solver was integrated in PSIasm. In

sign Scheduler) will be integrated and

selection of planning scenarios

the simplest case, the Qualicision

made available via PSIasm/Qualicision.

for this purpose. The scenarios are

solver can initially schedule sin-

QFDDS is a powerful Qualicision

evaluated by KPIs. The calculation of

gle-stage operations in sequence, tak-

solver, which is able to handle multi-

the KPI values is done via Java scripts.

ing into account different qualitative

level and chained schedules and uses

The KPIs can be adapted or extended

optimization goals such as urgency,

qualitative optimization goals and also

in relation to the customer-specific

importance, compactness and num-

knows the concept of optimization.

use case.

ber of alternatives. These Qualicision

Both the constraints and the qual-

This is followed by an evaluation of

basic functionalities can be outlined

itative optimization goals can be

the calculated KPIs with Qualicision

as follows:

configured and extended depend-

KPI functions (labels). As in other ap-

• Urgency evaluates how soon an

ing on the use case. QFDDS pro-

plications, these KPI functions reflect

operation must be scheduled in

vides a Qualicision-based, high-per-

the process-related evaluation knowl-

relation to its completion date.

formance and extensible optimization

edge and provide the semantics for the

• Importance of an operation is

and decision solver.

KPIs. In this way, the different plan-

described by the priority assigned

ning scenarios can be evaluated by

to the operation. Operations

Qualicision.

with high importance/priority are

Working with
PSIasm/Qualicision

scheduled preferentially.

Qualicision functionalities allow sev-

Optimizing planning scenarios

• Compactness considers rather

eral support options for the generation

Depending on the preferences speci-

the already existing schedule and

and selection of suitable schedules.

fied by the user, a balanced selection

assigns operations preferentially

Thereby, the usual Gantt visualiza-

of planning scenarios can be opti-

to those work centers that are less

tion of the work results is extended

mized. The selection uses the proven

utilized than others.

by a few further Qualicision-based in-

Qualicision KPI Goal Conflict Anal-

• Number of alternatives considers

formation. On the one hand, the op-

ysis.

how many alternative resources

timization KPIs provided for in the

In order to have suitable alternative

an operation can be scheduled on.

Qualicision standard can be set and

scenarios available for the multi-cri-

In this case, an assignment of an

adjusted via the Goal Function Edi-

teria selection of a planning scenario,

operation with less alternatives is

tor (point 1). The goal conflict ma-

it is obvious to operate with a Quali-

preferred to that of an operation

trix visualizes for any given situation,

cision planning algorithm, which it-

with more alternatives.

in which degree the optimization KPIs

self already considers multi-criteria as-

In the proven manner, the Qualicision

cooperate with the other KPIs (green)

pects in the generation of the result

solver can be extended by further

or if they need to be optimized using

via the Qualicision engine.

qualitative optimization goals and is

the either/or option (point 2). The ef3/2021
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Figure 1: PSIasm/Qualicision with scenario selection, Qualicision scheduling, Goal Conflict Analysis and KPI optimization dashboard including goal achievement diagram and KPI setting functions as well as a Qualicision preference setting with the associated KPI achievement levels.

etc.) to the schedules in such a way

can be seen in the goal achievement

Automatic learning of optimal
parameter settings

diagram (point 3).

The use of PSIasm/Qualicision al-

ously learns the desired process be-

Depending on the balancing of the

lows the automated generation of

havior automatically from the inter-

KPI preferences (point 4), suitable

planning and decision scenarios,

actions with the user and proposes

schedules can be calculated or iden-

which, by means of the logging of

preference settings that are opti-

tified and selected. An example of an

the degrees of goal achievement,

mally matched and parameterized to

alternative scenario (item 5) with the

provide an optimization history.

the current data situation.

associated settings as well as the solu-

This is the basis for the future use

tion with the associated work sched-

of machine learning methods, for

ule in the form of a Gantt chart (item

which the Qualicision learning al-

6) demonstrates how the functionality

gorithm F9118 is available. F9118 is

mentioned can be used to explore, vi-

able to map the respective data situ-

sualize and optimize the scope for de-

ations (order data, deadlines, capac-

cision-making easily and interactively.

ities, utilization levels, set-up times,

fects of the optimization potentials

3/2021

that PSIasm/Qualicision continu-

PSI FLS
Fuzzy Logik & Neuro Systeme GmbH
Dr. Rudolf Felix, Managing Director
felix@fuzzy.de
Frank Weber, AI Expert
weber@fuzzy.de
www.qualicision.de
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User report: FIEGE Logistik relies on warehouse management system PSIwms

Flexible and Future Proof
Contract service provider FIEGE Logistik Stiftung & Co. KG relies
on the warehouse management system PSIwms from the PSI Logistics
Suite in the central warehouse of a leading electrical appliance manufacturer. There, the system ensures efficient warehouse management
as well as optimized process control of order picking and shipping production of around 100 000 orders per year.

F

products for the logistical supply and
disposal of production areas, for packaging, order production and the shipment of finished products to end customers, as well as the complete spare
parts logistics.
Around 35 000 pallets of

rom

central

goods are received annu-

warehouse in Neuss,

ally in the goods receiving

a leading electrical

area. A manually operated

appliance

its

manufacturer

pallet high-bay warehouse

supplies its international

with 21 500 storage spaces

distribution centers and

and a shelving system with

end customers in Germany.

2500 storage spaces have

The manufacturer has out-

been set up for storage. The

sourced the operation of the

contract service provider

logistics center to the Fiege

covers any overflow capac-

Group, based in Greven,

ity at the Neuss logistics

Westphalia. For several of

center with four block stor-

the manufacturer’s subsid-

age areas, each with space

iaries, the contract service

for 99 pallets. Order con-

provider in the Neuss logis-

solidation and goods-out

tics center handles replen-

preparation for loading take

ishment for the interna-

place on 24 consolidation

tional distribution centers,

areas with storage capaci-

including value-added ser-

ties of up to 66 pallets for

vices such as the compila-

the respective deliveries.

tion and packaging of special export sets, returns
processing and order processing in the manufactur-

Mobile workstation with PSIwms interface.

Incoming goods
inspection via
transport units
With the multi-client ca-

er’s B2C business. For comprehensive warehouse management

orders. “It is strategically planned that

pable software, Fiege virtually man-

and intralogistics process control,

the other clients and processes in the

ages two separate client warehouses

Fiege has relied on the Warehouse

central warehouse will also be suc-

with 1450 different article invento-

Management System (WMS) at the

cessively integrated into the system,”

ries in the logistics center. The fore-

Neuss logistics center from the very

notes IT process manager Görlitz.

cast goods receipts are notified by

beginning.

Spread over two levels in two logis-

the manufacturer via SST based on

tics halls of the central warehouse on

the number of the transport units. By

35 000 pallets in goods receipt

a total of 14 000 square meters of lo-

scanning the deliveries and after the

PSIwms currently maps all processes

gistics space, the contract service pro-

incoming goods inspection, PSIwms

in the central warehouse in Neuss and

vider handles the storage of semi-fin-

determines the optimal storage lo-

controls the coordinated shipping of

ished goods, assemblies and finished

cation and assigns the correspond3/2021
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ing, route-optimized pickup,

turer, all bookings are now

drive and putaway order to one

made in just one system. “No

of the forklifts in the logistics

more booking errors, no more

center in the forklift control

time-consuming post-process-

system.

ing,” says IT process manager
Görlitz, explaining the advan-

Two million shipments

tages for warehouse manage-

For order picking, the system

ment. Fiege achieves further

triggers the bookings and—

efficiency advantages in the

on schedule—the intralogis-

operative processes up to the

tics processes. In this way, the

system-guided VAS tasks of

system controls the coordi-

packaging, kit formation and

nated processing of close to

pre-packaging.

65 000 shipping orders with

“PSIwms

82 000 parcels and approxi-

transports and order produc-

mately 325 000 pick items as

tion via the integrated fork-

well as the shipping of around

lift control system in an au-

1500 pallets from the individ-

tomated and route-optimized

ual warehouse areas per month.

manner according to priori-

In addition, Fiege employees

ties,” summarizes Schabarum.

process another 4000 orders

“Overall, significantly simpli-

with approximately 4500 order

controls

internal

fied, faster processes in order

items daily in the area of direct

Pallet high-bay warehouse with 21 500 storage locations.

production, warehouse management and communication

delivery to end customers. In
total, a good two million shipments,

the now automated inventory write-

with the clients. In addition, we can

parcels to end customers and pallets to

offs and the checking of the inven-

adapt the system to individual pro-

tory situation. PSIwms does this auto-

cess requirements using our own con-

the national distribution centers leave
the logistics center every year.

Automated inventory control
Order picking for the stores and national

distribution

centers

takes

place in two different material flows
with whole and mixed pallets. “With
PSIwms as the warehouse management

“

With PSIwms as the warehouse management system in the Central
Warehouse, both the administrative and operational processes of warehousing were further automated and optimized.

”

Daniel Schabarum
Warehouse Department Manager, FIEGE Logistik Stiftung & Co. KG

system in the Central Warehouse,
both the administrative and operational processes of warehousing were

matically before releasing an order for

figuration tools. This gives us max-

further automated and optimized,” ex-

picking. In addition, when an order is

imum flexibility, for example, when

plains Daniel Schabarum, Warehouse

called off, the system automatically

integrating additional clients and pro-

Department Manager in Neuss.

triggers replenishment control in line

cesses.”

As a result, previously manual post-

with requirements.

ing and reporting processes are now
ports to clients are automated, with-

Significantly simplified
contract manufacturing

out tying up staff for the postings, and

Moreover, thanks to regulated ac-

in a single system. The same applies to

cess and interfaces for the manufac-

automated throughout. Inventory re-

3/2021
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Vanessa Schekalla
Corporate Communications
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News: Explore the nature of your supply chain with PSImetals Planning

Smart Plans for Sustainable Metals Production
In the spirit of nature, everything is connected. Even inconspicuous events can make a difference in a complex ecosystem, and at best
support the shift to a more sustainable world. Industrial companies
have recognized this and are now striving for smart and sustainable
production.

E

supply chain leads to a competitive
advantage.
Do you want to know how PSImetals
Planning can help you improve sustainability in your supply chain?
Then follow our campaign “Explore

ven so, it’s not just about

now, but rather about building a

the Nature of Your Supply Chain—

leveraging

technolo-

customer-centric, sustainable busi-

Smart Plans for Sustainable Metals

gies that are trending right

ness—a system where a sustainable

Production”, where you can expect

the

many exciting blog articles and exclusive webinars! That way, you too
can leave familiar paths and explore
the nature of your supply chain.
Simply scan the
QR code!

Explore the nature of your supply chain with PSImetals Planning: Smart plans for sustainable
steel production.

PSI Metals
Swetlana Maschinez
Marketing Manager
smaschinez@psi.de
www.psimetals.de

PSImetals UserGroups Save the Date!
WHAT

PSImetals UserGroup & Release Days

WHAT

PSImetals UserGroup America

WHEN

09. - 10. November 2021

WHEN

17. - 18. November 2021

WHERE

Radisson Collection Hotel
Grand Place Brussels, Belgium

WHERE

PSI Office Pittsburgh, PA, USA

Visit the Walnut City in Brussels and join us in celebrating 10 years of PSI Metals America in Pittsburgh!
Register today!
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Product report: Higher quality in metal production through Forward Dressing

Industrial Intelligence at Its Best
Multi-stage production in the metal industry is a complex process,
where planning and execution dynamics are subject to constantly increasing external pressure. At the same time, the market is pressing for
different requirements such as cost reduction, quality improvement, inventory minimization and delivery reliability. The remedy is “Forward
Dressing”—product and process-related Industrial Intelligence for less
devaluation and higher quality.

W

timized individually for each piece,
while maintaining the same tolerance, in order to achieve, for example, compensating effects in terms of
strength in the downstream production facilities, such as hot rolling mill,
continuous annealing. This helps not

hen defining manufacturing

specifications,

the balance between

quality and manufacturability of steel
products presents a dilemma. On the
one hand, wide tolerances of the manufacturing specifications offer advantages in production because standard
processes can be used and there is less
need for corrections. Under these conditions, however, it is to be expected
that the scatter of product properties
can be large. On the other hand, narrow tolerances can guarantee excellent results in terms of properties, but
at the same time they cause an unnecessary number of process outliers,
which may require costly deviation

The balancing act between quality and manufacturability is a dilemma that many quality engineers

management.

have long faced.

As long as process parameter targets
are defined before the entire produc-

properties. Manufacturing processes

only minimize the risk of outliers, but

tion (technical elaboration by con-

are dynamically steered in the “right”

also reduces the dispersion of the tar-

ventional order clarification), without

direction to compensate for “unbal-

geted properties.

taking into account the real condi-

anced” input properties and thus con-

tions of the specific piece of material

trol the properties of the end product

before each production line, the di-

towards ideal values.

lemma described above remains.

Here is a concrete, simple example
from flat steel production: the chemi-

Optimizing manufacturing
processes through Forward
Dressing

cal composition of each molten metal

Forward Dressing enables the process

respective end product after standard

parameters of an individual material

processing using a plant-wide predic-

piece to be optimized at each manu-

tive model. If necessary, the targets of

facturing step based on its individual

the production specifications are op-

3/2021

leaving the steel mill is evaluated in

Read the full article on our blog.
Simply scan the
QR code!

terms of the expected strength of the
PSI Metals
Dr. Alessandro Stenico
Product Manager
astenico@psi.de
www.psimetals.de
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Product report: Optimal risk management with PSIglobal

Resilience for Your Supply Chain
As a software system for intelligent supply chain network design,
the strategic software PSIglobal offers optimal risk provisioning for
the stability of the supply chain. Functioning alternatives to established distribution and supply chains can be planned in advance for
a large number of potential risks in order to minimize reaction times
and losses.

M

ple, about the transport and storage
resources required in the supply chain
in the future. At the same time, the
software solution offers tools for determining and reducing the CO2 footprint in transport logistics.

still have a lot of

Redundancies for efficient risk management

any

companies

catching up to do

Researchers such as Fabian

in supply chain risk manage-

Sting, Professor of Business

ment, according to the find-

Administration at the Uni-

ings of the study published

versity of Cologne*, recom-

at the end of 2020 by the

mend creating redundancies

German Association of Ma-

as part of efficient risk man-

terials Management, Purchas-

agement, i. e., setting up sev-

ing and Logistics (BME) and

eral possible supply chains

Fulda University of Applied

and, under certain circum-

Sciences. Only around one

stances, even building up

in five companies has estab-

production capacities at the

Optimize your supply chain processes with PSIglobal.

lished an organizational unit

home location. With simula-

for this purpose. Often, the trans-

neous data sets of all common formats

tion and scenario technologies as well

parency of reliable data from IT-sup-

and processes or converts them to suit

as the analysis models, which form

ported, digitalized business processes

the application. In an integral model

the basis for the strategic establish-

is lacking for active risk management

of the supply chain, the data can

ment and expansion of multi-level,

in the supply chain. This makes risk

then be visualized transparently via

multi-modal logistics networks and

management in the supply chain a

maps, graphics or dashboards or con-

their continuous review and optimi-

challenge that can be easily mastered

trol towers in order to implement op-

zation at well-known industrial com-

with the use of intelligent IT systems

timized processes along the entire sup-

panies and logistics service provid-

for supply chain network design such

ply chain.

ers, PSIglobal is optimally designed to
meet the requirements of the scientist.

as PSIglobal from the PSI Logistics

Integrated database for reliable
forecasts

Especially when and because serious

Optimized processes along the
supply chain

In addition to monitoring the respec-

risk management, the integrated sce-

tive supply chain, PSIglobal has a

nario technology with redundancies

As a meta-system for management

comprehensive set of tools for logistics

of possible supply chains opens up

analyses to optimize the overall lo-

analysis, network planning and supply

an option space and creates proven

gistics system, the software specifi-

chain optimization based on current

choices.

cally brings together the heteroge-

traffic and actual data with integrated

Suite.

simulation and scenario technology.
* www.wiwo.de/erfolg/management/

Advanced Data Analytics enables

coronavirus-wie-man-plant-wenn-nichts-

the evaluation of the integrated da-

planbar-ist/25709456.html

tabase for reliable forecasts, for exam-

forecasts are virtually impossible in

PSI Logistics GmbH
Vanessa Schekalla
Corporate Communications
v.schekalla@psilogistics.com
www.psilogistics.com
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The PSI blog
features more
interesting
and in-depth
articles on
production,
logistics, AI, energy and
mobility.
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